
 

 

 

February 2015 

Economic Snapshot 

Macroeconomic indicators continued to improve during the month. Key improvements witnessed were 

1) Lower CPI inflation 2) improvement in BoP situation 3) smooth progress in IMF review for Sixth 

tranche of loan. CPI inflation for the month clocked in at 3.24% YoY as compared to 3.88% in the month 

of January. CPI for the 8MFY15 averaged to 5.45% against 8.65% in the same period last year. On MoM 

basis CPI dropped by 0.9%, mainly attributable to lower food inflation (down 2% MoM) and 

transportation head (down 3% MoM). Country’s C/A posted a minor deficit of USD 95mn in Jan-15 as 

compared to a surplus of USD 226mn during Dec-14. The key factor for the deficit was drop in workers’ 

remittances in January. However on a positive side, trade deficit declined by 13% during the month. 

Trade deficit fell below USD 1bn in Jan-15 for the first time since Mar-12. Persistent decline in oil import 

bill played a key role in curtailing trade deficit. For 7MFY15, C/A deficit clocked in at USD 2.3bn as 

compared to USD 2.5bn during the same period last year. Increase in worker’s remittances and higher 

CSF payments were more than oset by higher trade deficit and interest payments. As per news reports, 

Pakistan has received USD 716mn under CSF payments which is likely to push C/A balance back into 

surplus in Feb-15. Overall balance of payments registered a surplus of USD 127mn in January against a 

deficit of 1.38bn in December 2014, while on the flip side BoP registered a deficit of USD 358mn for the 

period 7MFY15 against a surplus of USD 2.2bn in the corresponding period last year. Foreign exchange 

reserves of the country have increased by 5% during the month and reached to the level of USD 15.9bn 

against USD 15.16bn in the previous month. Inflows worth USD 716mn were the main reason behind the 

rising reserves. Expected inflows from IMF and privatization of SOEs will further improve the reserves of 

the country. We expect key macros to show further improvement on the back of lower oil import bill, 

higher foreign inflows (IMF & Privatization proceeds) and lower DR (owing to subdued CPI). 

Furthermore, lower DR will also spur the economic growth of the country. 

 

Money Market Review 

SBP conducted two t-bill auctions during the month. Target for the first auction held on February 06, 

2015 was PKR 150bn, against which the SBP generated PKR 105bn. Cut oyields for 3 month, 6 month and 

1 year were 8.4259%, 8.4681% and 8.3883% respectively. Target for the second auction held on 

February 19, was PKR 50bn, against which the government raised 73bn. Cut oyields for 3 month and 6 

month and 1 year were 8.3707%, 8.3780% and 8.2947 respectively. SBP also conducted PIB auction on 

February 26th, in which the government borrowed PKR 66bn against the target of PKR 15bn. Cut oyield 

set for 3yr, 5yr and 10yr PIBs were 8.4980%, 9.1418% and 9.8003% respectively. 

 



 

 

 

Equity Market Review 

The benchmark index shed 2.36% during the month of February after earning outstanding return of 

7.2% in the previous month. The index dropped despite improving macros (Lower CPI, Improving CAD 

and satisfactory progress of IMF reviews) and at a time when most of the frontier and regional markets 

showed strong performance. The negative performance of the index can be attributed to sector specific 

news and foreign selling (including one of selling of 776mn shares of KEL, sold by its sponsors). KSE-100 

index yielded FYTD return of 13% and CYTD return of 4.7%. The trading volumes dropped by 23% during 

the month. Foreign outflows of the month stood at USD 62.5mn, absorbed by local Mutual funds (net 

buying of USD 41.4mn) and companies (net buying of USD 14.4mn), where as bank were net sellers of 

USD 17.93mn during the month. Sector specific news that which dragged the index down were 

resurfacing of DGKC’s expansion plans, rising the concerns regarding margins and earnings of the sector, 

Banks’ spread has shrank to 5.8% during 7MFY15, as compared to 6.2% in the same period last year. 

Benign CPI numbers have spurred the concerns regarding further DR cut. Sector wise performance 

shows that Financial sector (+2.3%), Electricity (+1.8%), Automobiles (+1.7% on better volumes) and oil 

& Gas (-0.1% on stable prices ) sector outperformed the Index whereas Fixed line telecom (-10.1% on 

uncertainty if ICH), banks (-4.8% on shrinking spread), cements (-4.4% on expansion projects) and food 

producers (-2.9% on new regarding increase in import duty on powdered milk) underperformed the 

market. Outlook: Result season has almost ended, but equity market can get its triggers from expected 

foreign inflows from IMF, privatization of HBL and any news regarding rebounding oil prices. Following a 

cut of 100bps in DR in January, another 50-100bps cut can be expected in the remaining two monetary 

policies of this fiscal year, which will bode well for the growth of economy and profitability of corporate 

sector. 

 


